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Mass Transport in Wood Disintegration:  
Implications for the Pulp and Paper Industry 

Roujin Ghaffari 
Department of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering 

Chalmers University of Technology 
 

Abstract 
Efficient delignification and fractionation processes are essential in the pulp and 
paper industry. Mass transport events in wood fractionation are of great 
importance, specifically in two main stages, namely, the mass transport of 
chemicals into wood and the mass transport of degraded lignin molecules out of 
cellulose confinements. It has been previously suggested that the mass transport 
of lignin molecules through fibers is the rate-determining step in kraft pulping. 
This thesis first investigates the effects of pore sizes, the alkalinity of the solution, 
the molecular weight of lignin, and specific ion effects on the mass transport of 
lignin through model cellulose membranes using diffusion cells. Furthermore, the 
adsorption of lignin on cellulose substrates in the presence of salts chosen from 
the Hofmeister series was studied using a quartz crystal microbalance with 
dissipation monitoring (QCM-D). It was observed that mass transport rates 
through the cellulose membrane were enhanced by an increase in pore size, 
alkalinity of the solution, and a decrease in lignin molecular weight. Higher 
alkalinity of the solution decreases the association between the lignin molecules, 
which increases the mass transport. QCM-D measurements showed that the 
adsorption of lignin on cellulose was increased in the presence of chaotropic 
anions. This behavior can be rationalized by the system's entropy gain, facilitated 
by the release of adsorbed ions and water molecules from the cellulose surface 
upon lignin adsorption. The thesis also explores the rate-determining step in the 
ionoSolv fractionation process. To achieve a more homogeneous fractionation, the 
effects of temperature, water content, and vacuum on the impregnation of wood 
by ionic liquids (ILs) were further studied. This thesis not only highlights the 
complexity of mass transport events in wood fractionation but, by comparing the 
concentration of lignin released from dry wood, IL-impregnated wood, and 
previously reacted wood samples over time, has also revealed that the mass 
transport of the IL into wood is the rate-determining step.  
 
Keywords: Kraft pulping, delignification, mass transport, specific ion effects, ionic liquids, 
ionoSolv, impregnation 
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“What I love about science is that as you learn, you don't really get answers. 
You just get better questions.” 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

In an era characterized by evolving environmental concerns, the search for 
alternative energy sources and materials to replace fossil-based products and 
decrease greenhouse gas emissions is of utmost importance. Addressing the 
demands of modern society for renewable resources while reducing adverse 
environmental impact has highlighted the significant role of sustainable 
utilization of biomass. Widely available and renewable lignocellulosic biomass 
presents a platform for the production of nearly closed carbon cycle fuels, 
chemicals, and materials1,2. 

Utilization of lignocellulosic biomass involves addressing two key challenges. The 
first is the design of energy-efficient and economically viable methods for breaking 
down biomass into its constituent polysaccharides and lignin. The second 
challenge is to design a separation method that recovers and maximizes the value 
of all components present in the lignocellulosic biomass. 

Throughout the years, various separation techniques and pretreatment processes 
have been developed, from mechanical pulping3,4 to various chemical pulping5–8 
processes. Kraft pulping is a widely employed method for the separation of 
lignocellulose, holding a significant share of around 80% of pulping processes in 
the chemical pulping industry9. This method involves the liberation of fibers via 
the degradation and dissolution of lignin, achieved through the digestion of wood 
chips under high temperatures and pressures in an alkaline mixture7. 

It has been more than 100 years since Carl F. Dahl invented the kraft process in 
Germany10. Since then, the kraft process has been continuously studied and 
improved from various aspects4,11–13. It has been shown in the literature that the 
mass transport events in the delignification process are of great importance. 
Despite its proven importance, surprisingly few studies have addressed the mass 
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transport of degraded and dissolved lignin molecules out of the fiber wall, hence, 
current understanding of these events remains limited.  

Furthermore, the quest to find novel biomass pretreatment and separation 
techniques continues. One recently developed processes is the ionoSolv 
pretreatment process14–16. This process utilizes low-cost ionic liquids (ILs) to 
separate highly digestible cellulose pulp and lignin for further valorization. While 
this new process has shown great potential for the pretreatment of various 
biomass feedstocks, its use for wood chips is still under investigation17,18. One of 
the challenges that the ionoSolv process is faced with is the efficient and 
homogeneous transport of ILs into the porous wood structure. 

1.1. Aim and Objective 
The primary aim of this thesis is to improve the understanding of mass transport 
processes within wood separation technologies. The thesis focuses on mass 
transport events from two different perspectives, namely, the mass transport of 
dissolved and degraded lignin molecules through fibers (Papers 1-3) and the 
penetration of chemicals into the wood structure prior to the reactions (Paper 4). 
Hence, within this thesis, the objectives are: 

1) To create and develop various methodologies for studying mass transport 
in model systems. 

2) To investigate how various factors, such as the physiochemical properties 
of the environment and the diffusing species, influence mass transport. 

The content of this thesis is based on four studies, which are referred to as Paper 
1 to Paper 4 throughout the thesis. Paper 1 focuses on developing diffusion cell 
techniques aimed at studying the diffusion of kraft lignin (KL) within model 
regenerated cellulose (RC) membranes with various pore sizes. Subsequently, 
Paper 2 uses the developed methodology to explore the impact of varying sodium 
hydroxide concentrations on the diffusion of fractionated KL across the 
membrane. Paper 3 combines the diffusion cell techniques with quartz crystal 
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microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) studies to investigate the 
mass transport of lignin molecules in the presence of salts in the solution. All 
studies in Paper 1 to Paper 3 are primarily relevant to the kraft pulping process. 

Lastly, mass transport events associated with the penetration and diffusion of ILs 
into wood pieces were studied in Paper 4 using a newly developed methodology. 
This study is of great importance for further development of the ionoSolv 
pretreatment process for wood chips. Figure 1 summarizes the appended papers 
and their scope. 

 

Figure 1 Summary of the appended papers. 

The focus of this thesis is mainly within three of the UN sustainable development 
goals (SDGs):  

- Goal number 9 (industry, innovation, and infrastructure): The research aims to 
advance wood separation technologies by improving the understanding of mass 
transport processes. This can lead to improvement of the current pulping process 
and design of more efficient and innovative processes. 

- Goal number 12 (responsible consumption and production): This study's focus is 
on optimizing mass transport processes in wood separation which can promote 
responsible consumption and production by minimizing waste and use of the 
resources. 
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- Goal number 13 (climate action): By developing more efficient wood separation 
technologies, this research can contribute to reducing the environmental impact 
of wood processing. Improved processes may lead to reduced energy consumption 
and lower emissions, thereby supporting climate action. 

1.2. Wallenberg Wood Science Center (WWSC)  
The thesis is associated with the Wallenberg Wood Science Center (WWSC), an 
interdisciplinary research hub jointly established by Chalmers University of 
Technology, The Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), and Linköping University. 
The WWSC is primarily dedicated to developing novel materials derived from 
trees and cultivating expertise in the field of sustainable materials for the future. 
The investigations detailed in this thesis are part of the WWSC's project 1.1.2a, 
entitled "Mass transport challenges in wood disintegration." This project 
contributes to enhancing our understanding of the significance and impact of mass 
transport phenomena within various pulping methodologies. 
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Chapter 2: Background 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Wood has been an important resource for humans from the early ages to modern 
society19. In the early stages of human civilization, wood was mostly used in its 
natural form with minimum modifications to its chemical structure. For example, 
wood was used as a source of energy for cooking or heating by burning it as a fuel. 
Furthermore, early humans used wood to build structures like shelters or cabins 
and utensils for hunting, like bows or spears20. 

As societies progressed and technological advancements occurred, humans started 
to modify the chemical structure of wood to utilize it in various applications. This 
transition marked a significant milestone in the utilization of wood, as it allowed 
for the production of commodity products with enhanced properties and 
functionalities. For example, delignified wood pulp was used to produce high-
quality paper21. 

In modern society, wood is being used as a feedstock for the production of advanced 
materials through innovative and sophisticated manufacturing processes. For 
example, cellulose, one the main components of wood, finds applications in 
textiles22,23, as reinforcement material in composites24,25, or energy storage26 
applications, due to its high strength, good biodegradability, and high aspect ratio 
when produced as fibers or nanocellulose27. Another example is lignin, which was 
once considered a byproduct of the pulp and paper industry and was mostly burnt 
to provide energy for the process. Now it can be utilized to produce carbon fibers28 
or bio-based plastics29.  

The growing emphasis on sustainable practices and the replacement of fossil-
based resources in recent years has brought even more attention to the utilization 
of wood and biomass as a renewable feedstock. However, there are several 
challenges associated with the utilization of wood, including competing with well-
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established and cost-effective fossil-based products. Furthermore, the inherently 
complex structure of wood makes it challenging to separate its building blocks 
efficiently for their use as a resource for high-value applications.  

2.1. Challenges in using biomass 
Wood is a highly intricate and heterogeneous material, composed of three main 
building blocks: cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin. These building blocks form a 
highly functionalized matrix. These three main components of wood are 
interconnected through strong covalent chemical bonds and weaker hydrogen 
bonds and van der Waals forces. The presence of these bonds forms a recalcitrant 
structure that is difficult to break down7. 

There has been significant progress in wood separation technologies over the last 
century. However, achieving efficient separation of these building blocks requires 
advanced technologies and processes. In this chapter, the complex wood structure 
and selected separation processes are discussed. 

2.2. Wood structure and morphology 
Before describing the available pulping processes, it is important to review the 
morphology and fundamental components of wood. Wood cell walls are composed 
of the three aforementioned structural components, namely, celluloses, 
hemicelluloses, and lignin30.  

Among the three cell wall components, cellulose makes the structure framework, 
comprising about 40% of the wood structure. Cellulose is a linear molecule made 
up of glucose units. The degree of polymerization in cellulose is approximately 
10000 and it can form crystalline and non-crystalline regions along the chains31. 
The chains can be aggregated to form bundles, which have been referred to as 
microfibrils or elementary fibrils in the literature. Microfibrils can form fibrils, 
which are the building blocks of large cellulose fibers7.  
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Hemicelluloses are branched polysaccharides with a significantly lower degree of 
polymerization than cellulose (about 50-200)32. Contrary to cellulose, 
hemicelluloses mostly form amorphous structures7.  

Lignin is an aromatic complex molecule of three main interconnected monolignols, 
namely, coniferyl alcohol, sinapyl alcohol, and P-coumaryl alcohol. The lignin 
structure comprises various carbon-carbon or ether linkages between the 
monolignols33. In the cell wall, lignin bonds covalently and non-covalently with 
polysaccharides34. This results in the creation of lignin-carbohydrate networks, 
making the cell wall rigid. This rigidity is essential as it prevents excessive 
swelling in water, a property crucial for facilitating water transport in wood. In 
the kraft pulping method, lignin is degraded, solubilized, and removed to obtain 
high-quality fibers.  

The interconnected fibers in wood are held together by the middle lamella (ML), a 
structural matrix primarily composed of lignin. The concentration of lignin within 
the ML is notable, however, it only accounts for 20–25% of the total lignin content 
within the wood, since it is the thinnest layer. The secondary cell wall is the 
thickest layer, where most of the total lignin can be found. It consists of three 
layers: inner (S1), middle (S2), and outer (S3). The S2 layer is the thickest of the 
cell wall layers and it contains well-ordered cellulose fibrils7. The secondary cell 
wall contains pits, which allow for water movement between adjacent tracheids. 
An illustration of a wood cell wall is presented in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 Wood’s hierarchical structure and composition. Wood consists of numerous cells primarily oriented 

longitudinally. Within the lignocellulosic cell wall, there is a primary layer (P) and a secondary layer, the 

latter of which can be subdivided into S1, S2, and S3 layers. The cell wall is constructed from microfibril 

bundles. Moreover, wood comprises three key lignocellulosic components: cellulose, hemicellulose, and 

lignin. 

2.3. Overview of the available separation processes 
The most established commercial biomass separation processes are kraft and 
sulfite processes developed for pulp and paper making. These methods were 
mainly developed to produce high-quality cellulose fibers with high strength. The 
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lignins produced from these processes are often highly degraded and contain high 
amounts of sulfur and ash. From the biorefinery perspective, it is desirable to 
separate all the biomass components for future valorization, which is where other 
processes have advantages. For example, chemical pretreatment methods based 
on organic solvents (organosolv method)6,35, ILs (i.e. ionoSolv)16,36, and deep 
eutectic solvents37 have been widely investigated due to their ability to produce a 
separate lignin stream for additional applications. This thesis focuses on mass 
transport events during delignification in the kraft pulping process and the 
ionoSolv pretreatment method, which is based on the dissolution of lignin by 
incorporating ILs. In the following sections, these processes are discussed in 
further detail. 

2.3.1. Kraft pulping 

Historically, the kraft process is the most common biorefinery process, widely used 
in the pulp and paper industry. The process involves cooking wood chips at high 
temperatures and high pressure in a strong alkaline solution, called white liquor. 
White liquor is a mixture of sodium hydroxide, sodium sulfide, and other ballast 
chemicals. The liquor penetrates the wood chips, breaks lignin-lignin and lignin-
carbohydrate bonds, and dissolves the degraded lignin. The main delignification 
reaction is the cleavage of ß-aryl bonds in lignin. The dissolved lignin can be 
removed and recovered from the black liquor (the white liquor that is now enriched 
with lignin) by filtration or precipitation through various processes such as the 
LignoBoost process38. The resulting pulp from the cook is washed to remove the 
chemicals and lignin and then further processed to reach the desired brightness. 
After lignin is removed from the black liquor, white liquor is regenerated from the 
black liquor through a few recovery steps. 

Kraft pulping is performed at temperatures as high as 150-170 °C, and at these 
temperatures the reactions are completed quickly (within 10-20 minutes)39, while 
the cooking is continued for longer times (around 3 hours). At the beginning of the 
cook, lignin molecules that emerge from the wood structure have lower molecular 
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weights, while the fractions that are eluted at longer times have higher molecular 
weights40. This is expected as larger lignin molecules have a lower degree of 
solubility and a lower rate of mass transport out of the cell wall due to their large 
size. The slow mass transport of lignin out of the porous wood structure is 
potentially the reason behind the long processing times. The continuous 
delignification in kraft pulping can ultimately lead to dissolution and loss of 
carbohydrates, which is not desired. To optimize the yield and quality of pulp high 
kappa numbers* around 25-30 are considered for softwood7.  

2.3.2. Separation techniques based on ionic liquids 

Lignocellulosic biomass pretreatment processes based on ILs are relatively new 
methods, which initially started with the discovery of cellulose-dissolving ILs. ILs 
are salts (cations and anions) that are in the form of liquids at or below 100 °C. 
They have received a significant amount of attention over the past decade, 
recognized as greener solvents compared to volatile organic solvents41. There are 
two approaches to pretreating biomass with ILs, the first involves dissolution 
pretreatment, which aims to break down the biomass structure by dissolving 
cellulose and disrupting its crystalline arrangement42. To dissolve cellulose, the 
presence of robust hydrogen bond accepting anions is essential. The prevalent ILs 
used for cellulose dissolution typically employ chloride, phosphate, or carboxylate 
as their anions43. Nevertheless, there are drawbacks associated with dissolution 
pretreatments, including the considerable costs44 and limited thermal stability of 
suitable ILs45, as well as the elevated viscosity of the solution after dissolution of 
cellulose36, which adversely affects its processability. Moreover, for effective 
dissolution pretreatment, the IL’s moisture content must be extremely low — a 
condition that is not practical for biomass separation applications46,47. 

 

* The kappa number is a measurement used in the pulp and paper industry to quantify the amount 
of lignin present in wood or pulp. 
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The other approach involves dissolving and extracting lignin and hemicelluloses, 
leaving behind a pulp rich in cellulose, such as in the ionoSolv pretreatment. The 
ionoSolv process is a fractionation process that utilizes low-cost and thermally 
stable [HSO4]--based protic ILs. This process has been successful for a variety of 
biomass feedstocks such as softwood48, willow49, sugarcane50, coconut husk51, and 
Miscanthus52. The ionoSolv process, in contrast to dissolution processes, is not 
sensitive to moisture. In the study conducted by Shi et al.53, the influence of water 
in pretreatment using IL-water mixtures was investigated. Water exhibited a dual 
role as a co-solvent and reduced IL viscosity, aiding in lignin removal. 
Additionally, water acted as an anti-solvent for cellulose, disrupting the hydrogen-
bonding properties of the IL anion and decreasing its attraction to cellulose. When 
considering ILs that dissolve lignin, the addition of water enhanced lignin 
solubilization compared to anhydrous conditions17. The effectiveness of 
pretreatment was further enhanced by elevated temperatures for shorter reaction 
times, optimizing the space-time yield54. This process shows great potential for 
industrialized pulping processes. An initial economic evaluation demonstrated 
that employing these cost-effective protic ILs for the pretreatment of biomass 
could result in a financially feasible process55. These results suggest that the 
ionoSolv procedure holds promise for scaling up and eventual commercialization. 

2.4. Mass transport in pulping 
In the process of removing lignin from the fiber wall, chemical reactions break 
both internal lignin bonds and bonds between lignin and other components. 
During cooking, these released lignin molecules are dissolved in the liquor and 
move out from the fiber wall into the surrounding liquid. To initiate these 
reactions, reactants like hydroxide and hydrogen sulfide ions (for kraft pulping) or 
ILs (for ionoSolv) must reach the reaction sites within the wood chips. Initially, 
the mass transport in the wood is driven by a pressure gradient (advective 
transport) during the initial impregnation of kraft cooking, but only some of the 
required chemicals are transported this way. In later stages of impregnation and 
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cooking, the remaining chemicals diffuse into the wood chips due to the 
concentration gradient56. The sequence of delignification events is as follows57:  

1. Cooking chemicals move from the bulk liquid to the wood chip's surface. 
2. The cooking chemicals are transported to reaction sites within the wood 

chip through pores, for example, the lumen and pits, as well as cell walls. 
3. Delignification reactions occur, leading to the dissolution of lignin and other 

wood components. 
4. Degraded and dissolved reaction products move from the reaction sites to 

the wood chip's surface through cell walls and pores (the lumen and pits). 
5. Degraded products transfer from the wood chip's surface back to the bulk 

liquid. 

The first and second points relate to the mass transport process that occurs before 
delignification, particularly during the impregnation step. On the other hand, the 
fourth and fifth points address the mass transport events that follow 
delignification reactions. Taking these aspects into account, the rate of 
delignification can be governed by either the mass transport events or the kinetics 
of chemical reactions58. 

2.4.1. Impregnation 

To obtain a homogeneous delignification within a wood chip, a successful 
impregnation is essential. The primary goal of impregnation is to make sure that 
the active chemicals fully soak into the chips, obtaining a uniform distribution 
from the chip's surface to its core. The more uniformly the chemicals are 
distributed, the more uniform the delignification process becomes during cooking. 
However, if the movement of chemicals through advection and diffusion is 
insufficient, the center of the chips might not reach the critical chemical 
concentration required for delignification. The impregnation step is of great 
importance in chemical pulping processes where relatively large wood pieces, such 
as wood chips, are used. The most important parameters influencing impregnation 
are: 
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• Chip dimensions: this is the most important factor for the penetration of 
cooking chemicals, therefore, by using thin wood chips, the diffusion length 
is decreased, leading to more efficient impregnation59,60. 

• Active chemical concentrations: the driving force for diffusion is the 
concentration gradient between the middle of the wood chip and the outer 
liquor, with a higher concentration gradient resulting in more rapid 
diffusion in capillaries61,62. 

• Temperature: since diffusion or mass transport is the main event in the 
impregnation process, temperature can affect it to a great extent63. 

• Liquid properties such as viscosity and surface tension: high viscosity of a 
solution indicates its resistance to flow, which could hinder its penetration 
into a porous structure64 and surface tension of a liquid could affect the 
dissolution or growth of small gas bubbles65. 

• Presence of entrapped air: impregnation can be improved by removing the 
entrapped air in the porous structure of wood through, for example, pre-
steaming the wood chip to replace the air with vapor66.  

In the kraft process, for impregnation, the wood chips are immersed in the cooking 
liquid containing OH- and HS- ions. The impregnation of wood chips with cooking 
chemicals, for the kraft cooking process, has been extensively studied64,67–71.  

In separation processes based on ILs, the wood pieces should be soaked in viscous 
IL to be impregnated. The high viscosity of ILs affects the impregnation process 
significantly. So far, the separation processes based on ILs are limited to the use 
of saw dust16, agricultural waste, and perennial plants51,52, or fine wood particles72. 
On the other hand, size reduction of recalcitrant structures, such as wood, is highly 
energy intensive73, therefore, using large particles is more desirable from an 
economical point of view. In this thesis, the role of mass transport of ILs into wood 
pieces has been studied, together with how various parameters, such as 
temperature, water content, or air removal, can affect the impregnation of wood 
pieces with ILs (Paper 4). 
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2.4.2. Mass transport of dissolved lignin molecules out of the wood structure 

As described earlier, delignification is a complicated process that contains both 
chemical reactions and physical events such as mass transport. The sequence of 
mass transport events was provided in section 2.4. In the previous section, the 
mass transport of chemicals into wood pieces prior to or simultaneous with the 
reaction was reviewed. In this section, the other mass transport events will be 
reviewed, namely, the transport of dissolved lignin molecules through the fibers 
into the lumen and through the lumen to the bulk liquor.  

The significance of lignin mass transport in pulping was highlighted in a recent 
study by Mattsson et al.39. Their findings indicated that the majority of 
delignification reactions conclude within the first 20 minutes of cooking initiation. 
Nonetheless, the entire cooking process lasts about 3 hours (variable with 
temperature). This implies that, although reactions reach completion early, the 
extended cooking duration is necessary to extract the dissolved lignin from fibers 
into the black liquor. This observation suggests that the mass transport 
phenomenon outlined in step 4 of section 2.4 could potentially be the rate-limiting 
step. 

In a separate investigation, Brännvall et al.74 explored the lignin content within 
both liberated and confined liquor present in the lumen. Comparing these two, the 
lignin content was found to be lower in the free liquor than in the lumen liquor. 
Their observations revealed a gradual movement of degraded and dissolved lignin 
fragments from the lumen liquor to the free liquor. They claimed that the mass 
transport of lignin from the lumen liquor to the free liquor is possibly hindered by 
the wood chip’s tortuous structure. 

These investigations highlight the significance of solubility and mass transport of 
degraded lignin in the pulping process. Effectively extracting solubilized lignin 
from the fiber products post-cooking can reduce the need for bleaching75. The 
remaining solubilized lignin within the fiber products can be eliminated (leached 
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out) during the washing phase. Hence, the mass transport of solubilized lignin 
from fibers holds importance in this particular step. 

In 1981, Favis et al. investigated the leaching of lignin from unbleached kraft 
fibers suspended in aqueous solutions. Through experimental measurements and 
theoretical calculations, they determined both the diffusion coefficient of lignin 
transport through fibers and its theoretical free diffusion coefficient. By comparing 
these outcomes, they concluded that the rate at which lignin leaches from fibers 
in aqueous solutions is predominantly regulated by the diffusion of lignin 
macromolecules76. 

Building on this work, Li et al. conducted a more comprehensive study in 1993, 
examining the effects of pH, electrolyte concentration, and temperature on the 
leaching of alkaline lignin from unbleached softwood kraft fibers. Their findings 
highlighted that higher alkalinity and temperature lead to increased lignin 
removal. They suggested that the accelerated leaching in alkaline solutions 
resulted from the dissociation of lignin aggregates into smaller molecules, 
facilitating easier diffusion through the fibers77. 

Subsequently, Li et al. further explored lignin diffusion from kraft softwood fibers 
into bulk liquor under alkaline conditions78. They extended their investigation to 
consider the impact of ionic strength and pH. Aligning with their earlier research, 
they identified a correlation between higher pH and faster diffusion rates. By 
comparing diffusion rates at pH 12 with ionic strengths of 0.01 M (NaOH) and 0.1 
M (0.01 M NaOH and 0.09 M NaCl), they found that larger ionic strengths 
increased diffusion. This increase in diffusion was attributed to the screening 
effect on electrostatic interactions between charged lignin and pore walls. As a 
result, they concluded that factors like pore tortuosity, size, molecular dimensions, 
and possible electrostatic interactions with pore walls influence the diffusion of 
lignin. 
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The significance of mass transport events in delignification processes becomes 
evident from the aforementioned studies. The diffusion of lignin molecules within 
cellulose fibers, whether within the lumen or cell walls, can be influenced by 
various factors such as: 

i) Size and molecular weight of the lignin molecules: decreasing the 
molecular weight of lignin molecules enhances the diffusion coefficient, 
thereby accelerating the diffusion rate. 

ii) Alkalinity of the solution: elevating the pH of the solution reduces the 
association of lignin molecules, resulting in fewer aggregates in the 
solution. This leads to an increased diffusion rate. 

iii) Ionic strength and the presence of salts in the solution: Diminishing 
attractive interactions between membrane walls and lignin molecules 
amplifies their diffusion rate40,79,80. 

In this thesis, the mass transport of lignin molecules in porous confinements of 
cellulose has been studied with respect to the size of the confinements (Paper 1), 
the molecular weight of lignin and the alkalinity of the solution (Paper 2), and 
specific ion effects in the presence of salts (Paper 3). 

2.5. Polyelectrolyte adsorption on same charge surfaces 
Mass transport of lignin through cellulose fibers is a multifaceted and complicated 
process. Physicochemical properties of the solution are parameters that can affect 
lignin’s behavior in the solution and its adsorption on the cellulose surfaces. When 
lignin is adsorbed on the cellulose surface, it creates a layer on the surface of the 
available spaces in the wood structure, reducing the available space for other 
molecules to pass through. The surface of cellulose is negatively charged at high 
pH levels due to the presence of residual wood components such as hemicelluloses 
or other oxidized groups. Similarly, lignin molecules are negatively charged at 
high pH levels, which is due to deprotonation of the phenolic and carboxylic 
groups. Primarily, the interactions between lignin molecules and cellulose 
surfaces at high pH levels should be governed by electrostatic repulsion. However, 
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this electrostatic repulsion can be screened by the addition of salts into the 
solution, thereby promoting adsorption. Scheutjens-Fleer theory about the 
adsorption of polyelectrolytes on same charged surfaces predicts that, at low salt 
concentrations, electrostatic repulsion dominates, therefore, no adsorption occurs. 
Above a critical concentration, these electrostatic repulsions are screene, and 
adsorption is promoted by non-electrostatic forces, which was referred to as 
“screening enhanced adsorption” by van de Steeg81. 

2.5.1. Ions at the interface 

When a charged surface is placed in an aqueous electrolyte solution, ions with 
opposite charges are attracted towards the surface. As a result, the charge 
distribution close to the surface is no longer homogeneous. The electrical double-
layer model is a generally accepted view of charges at the interface in an 
electrolyte solution. There are several theories on the electrical double-layer with 
small differences. The Helmholtz double-layer model is the simplest 
representation of the double layer. It considers that the ions are tightly adsorbed 
on the surface in a single layer82. The Helmholtz model neglects the repulsion 
between the charges at the interface. Later Gouy and Chapman extended the 
Helmholtz model by introducing the diffuse layer, by using the Poisson-Boltzmann 
equation to describe the distribution of ions from the interface83. In the Gouy-
Chapman model, water is a dielectric continuum and ions were considered as point 
charges that could approach the surface in infinitesimally short distances84,85. This 
assumption is not true due to the presence of a hydration shell around the ions. 
Later, Stern updated the Gouy-Chapman model by combining the Helmholtz and 
Gouy-Chapman models together86. He suggested that some ions would adhere to 
the surface, making the Stern layer, whereas others would form the diffuse layer, 
see Figure 3. This model was then referred to as the Gouy-Chapman-Stern model. 
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Figure 3 Illustrations of electrical double-layer models: a) Helmholtz double-layer model; b) Gouy-

Chapman-Stern double-layer model.  

2.5.2. Specific ion effects 

Some features of ions in solution cannot be described by the classical electrolyte 
theories, such as the double-layer theory or the Derjaguin–Landau–Verwey–
Overbeek (DLVO) theory87. These features are referred to as specific ion effects, 
where the presence of specific ions in a solution can have a significant impact on 
the behavior of the solution. The shortcomings of the classical theories come from 
the fact that they consider water (or the solvent) as a continuum and ions as 
charged points84,85. At high concentrations, this assumption is no longer justified, 
as the distances between ions can be as short as a couple of water molecules, which 
is the range of electrostatic interaction between two particles. In other words, 
water molecules in the hydration shells of the ions are shared, forming an 
interconnected matrix88. Furthermore, according to Debye-Hückel theory, the only 
interaction between ions is electrostatic, therefore, ions with similar charge and 
size should behave similarly. However, there are many studies in the literature 
that do not verify this assumption89–93.  
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Franz Hofmeister was one of the first people who suggested specific ion effects and 
he systematically studied specific ion effects in protein precipitation with different 
salts94,95. He arranged the studied salts in the order of their precipitation power, 
irrespective of the proteins. Later on, this order was known as the Hofmeister 
series. Figure 4 shows the Hofmeister series as it is presented. In the Hofmeister 
series, ions are divided into two categories depending on their interactions with 
water. The group of ions that bring order (kosmos) to water structure are good at 
salting out and “stealing” the water molecules from the solute and are referred to 
as kosmotropes, such as sulfate or fluoride ions96. In contrast, the ions that do not 
have strong interactions with water are the structure breakers and are referred 
to as chaotropes. While this view of ions seems appealing due to its simplicity, new 
experimental studies and simulations have shown that ions cannot alter the bulk 
structure of water88. Nevertheless, the names kosmotrope and chaotrope have 
remained and are commonly used in the literature97. Currently, there is no 
unifying theory that can explain specific ion effects perfectly. However, in the next 
section, we will review some of the proposed approaches. 

 

Figure 4 Hofmeister series of anions, from left to right the hydration of ions decreases. 

2.5.3. The law of matching water affinity (LMWA) 

The law of matching water affinity (LMWA) has greatly helped the understanding 
of specific ion effects. This law was developed by Collins, and it starts with the 
traditional classifications of ions into kosmotropes and chaotropes97,98. These 
terms, however, no longer refer to the alteration of water structure by ions, instead 
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they are used to describe the degree of hydration of ions where highly hydrated 
ions are the kosmotropes and the weakly hydrated ones are known as the 
chaotropes. The LMWA states that two ions of opposite charge will form contact 
ion pairs if they have matching water affinities. Water affinity depends strongly 
on the size of the ions, therefore small ions of opposite charges form contact ion 
pairs due to the electrostatic attraction. Large ions of opposite charges would form 
a contact ion pair because it would release the weakly interacting water molecules 
into the bulk water, where it can interact strongly with other water molecules (see 
Figure 5)97,99.  

 

Figure 5 The LMWA. As the ion's charge density governs its water affinity, the size of the ion regulates the 

likelihood for oppositely charged ions to establish inner sphere ion pairs. Small ions with opposite charges 

readily form inner sphere ion pairs in aqueous solutions, as do large ions with opposite charges. On the other 

hand, oppositely charged ions with mismatched sizes do not spontaneously create inner sphere ion pairs in 

aqueous solutions. 

2.5.4. Dispersion forces 

The Derjaguin–Landau–Verwey–Overbeek  (DLVO) theory effectively explains 
interactions within a solution under low salt concentrations, mainly when 
electrostatic forces dominate. However, its validity diminishes as the salt 
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concentration rises, typically beyond 0.1 M, where electrostatic interactions can 
be screened, and specific ion interactions become more prominent. To address this 
issue, Ninham and colleagues integrated a dispersion potential into the DLVO 
theory100,101. They showed that, by including the quantum mechanical 
nonelectrostatic dispersion interactions, the specific ion effects at interfaces 
predicted by the Lifshitz theory can be accounted for102. The dispersion forces were 
shown to account for counterion condensation on polyelectrolytes103, specific ion 
effects in pH measurements104,105, as well as surface tension in electrolytes106. 
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Chapter 3: Experimental Procedures 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

In this chapter, an overview of the core experimental procedures that were used 
in this thesis is provided. First, the diffusion experiments are described, which are 
the heart of the studies in Paper 1, Paper 2, and Paper 3. The following section 
covers the principles and procedures of the adsorption studies conducted using a 
QCM-D, presented in Paper 3. Lastly, a full description of the methods developed 
by the author for the investigation of the rate-limiting step in lignin extraction 
through the ionoSolv process and IL impregnation studies (Paper 4) is provided. 
The KL used in the thesis was subjected to various characterization methods such 
as UV/Vis, NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance), and SEC (Size Exclusion 
Chromatography). Detailed description of these methods can be found in the 
appended papers. 

3.1. Diffusion experiments 
The mass transport experiments were performed by utilizing tailor-made 
polytetrafluoroethylene (Teflon™) diffusion cells, comprising two half-cells, with 
RC membranes of varying pore sizes positioned between them. The pore sizes of 
the membranes were 3.5, 15, and 25 kDa molecular weight cut-off (MWCO) for 
small pore membranes (RC3.5, RC15, and RC25, respectively) and 100 and 200 
nm nominal pore size for large pore membranes (RC100 and RC200, respectively). 
To ensure a leak-proof setup, the half-cells were tightly secured together using 
rods. NaOH solutions containing lignin served as donor solutions, while blank 
NaOH solutions of the same concentration acted as acceptor solutions. Both donor 
and acceptor solutions were simultaneously introduced into the diffusion cells, 
which were placed on an orbital shaker set at 100 rpm throughout the experiment. 
The orbital shaker's agitation of the donor and acceptor solutions minimized the 
impact of mass transport between the bulk liquid and the membrane surface. 
Every 24 hours, 1 mL samples from the acceptor side were withdrawn for analysis 
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with the UV/Vis spectrophotometer. Further details regarding the diffusion cell 
methodology and membranes can be found in Papers 1 and 2. The effect of the pore 
sizes on the diffusion of KL molecules was studied in Paper 1, the effects of solution 
alkalinity and lignin average molecular weight (MW) on diffusion were studied in 
Paper 2, and specific ion effects on mass transport were studied in Paper 3. See 
Table 1 for details. 

Table 1 Summary of the studies presented in Paper 1, Paper 2, and Paper 3. 

 Paper 1 Paper 2 Paper 3 

Purpose 
Study the effect of 
pore size on mass 

transport 

Study the effects of 
solution alkalinity 

and lignin molecular 
weight on mass 

transport 

Study specific ion 
effects on mass 

transport 

RC membranes 

3.5, 15, and 25 kDa 
MWCO (RC3.5, 

RC15, and RC25, 
respectively) and 
100 and 200 nm 

nominal pore size 
(RC100 and RC200, 

respectively) 

50 kDa MWCO 50 kDa MWCO 

KL fraction 
Unfractionated 

(KL) 

Unfractionated (KL) 
and 

fractionated (KL 1-5) 

Unfractionated 
(KL) 

Alkalinity 0.1 M NaOH 
0.01 M, 0.1 M, and 1 

M NaOH 
0.1 M NaOH 

Salts - - 

0.1 – 0.9 M NaCl 
0.1 – 0.9 M 

NaNO3 

0.05 – 0.45 M 
Na2SO4 
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3.1.1. Calculations for measurements of apparent diffusivity of water and lignin 

through the membranes 

The study involved investigating the apparent diffusivity of water and lignin 
through membranes using the diffusion cell methodology. The experimental setup 
consisted of tailor-made polytetrafluoroethylene (Teflon™) diffusion cells with RC 
membranes placed between the cell compartments. A schematic representation of 
the diffusion cells is presented in Figure 6. Tritium-labeled water or lignin 
solutions were added to the donor side based on the specific measurement being 
conducted. At regular intervals, samples were withdrawn from the acceptor side, 
and the concentration of the diffusing species (T2O or lignin) in these samples was 
measured either by a scintillation analyzer or UV/Vis spectroscopy. 

 

Figure 6 Schematic representation of diffusion cells, showing the two half-cells, each containing 5 samples 

and the holes between the half-cells where the cellulose membrane is placed. 

The apparent diffusivity (D, m²/s) of water or lignin through the membranes was 
calculated from the increase in concentration of the diffusing species in the 
acceptor chamber, following a method previously proposed by van den Mooter et 
al.107 and other researchers108,109. According to Fick's law, the transfer rate of a 
diffusing substance through the membrane can be determined by the following 
equation: 
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𝑑𝑀
𝑑𝑡

= −𝐷𝑆	(
𝑑𝐶
𝑑𝑥
) Equation (1) 

where dM/dt (g s-1) represents the mass transport rate, D is the apparent diffusion 
coefficient, S is the membrane surface area for diffusion (m2), and dC/dx is the 
concentration gradient across the membrane. By assuming a linear concentration 
profile through the membrane, the concentration gradient through the membrane 
can be written as the difference in concentration between the donor side of the 
membrane Cm0 (g. m-3) and the acceptor side of the membrane Cmh (g. m-3) divided 
by the thickness of the membrane h (m). By inserting this in Equation 1, Equation 
2 results as follows: 

𝑑𝑀
𝑑𝑡

= 𝐷𝑆	(
𝐶!" −	𝐶!#	

ℎ
) Equation (2) 

It is assumed that the presence of an aqueous boundary layer on either side of the 
membrane does not have a significant impact on mass transport through the 
membrane. To establish a relationship between the bulk concentrations in the 
donor and acceptor chambers and the concentrations at the membrane, the 
partition coefficient K is defined as: 

𝐾 =	
𝐶!"
𝐶$

=	
𝐶!#
𝐶%

 Equation (3) 

where Ca and Cd represent the concentrations of the diffusing substance in the 
bulk of the acceptor and donor chambers, respectively. It is assumed that the 
agitation of the solutions in the diffusion cells is sufficiently high to create 
homogeneous solutions, thereby neglecting any mass transport resistance 
between the bulk and the membrane surface. Consequently, the concentration of 
lignin in the bulk and at the membrane boundaries is considered to be the same. 
Therefore, the partition coefficient is considered to be equal to 1. The mass of the 
diffusing substance in the donor and acceptor chambers at time t = 0 s are 
represented as Md and Ma (g), respectively, consequently, the concentrations in 
the donor and acceptor chambers can be calculated as: 
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𝐶$ =
(𝑀$ −𝑀)

𝑉
 Equation (4) 

 

𝐶% =
(𝑀% +𝑀)

𝑉
 Equation (5) 

Here, M (g) represents the mass change resulting from diffusion and V (m³) 
denotes the volume of the solution in the chambers. Given that at t = 0, there are 
no diffused substances in the acceptor chamber (Ma = 0), Equation 2 can be 
reformulated as Equation 6: 

𝑑𝑀
𝑑𝑡

= 	
𝐷𝐾𝑆
ℎ

	1
𝑀$ −𝑀

𝑉
−
𝑀
𝑉2

 Equation (6) 

Equation 7 can be obtained by integrating Equation 6 (K =1 due to high agitation 
of solution): 

2𝐷𝑆
ℎ𝑉

𝑡 = −𝑙𝑛 1
𝑀$ − 2𝑀
𝑀$

2 Equation (7) 

Assuming that the reduction in lignin concentration in the donor chamber is 
negligible, we can calculate the apparent diffusivity using Equation 8: 

2𝐷𝑆
ℎ𝑉

𝑡 = −𝑙𝑛 1
𝐶" − 2𝐶%

𝐶"
2 Equation (8) 

The concentration C0 and Ca (g m-3) correspond to the donor solution at the start 
and the acceptor solution at time t, respectively. Given the assumption of a 
negligible decrease in lignin concentration in the donor chamber, the driving force 
remains constant. Thus, Equation 9 can be applied as long as this assumption 
holds, which is primarily at the beginning of the experiments. 

The diffusivity of lignin or water through the membranes was calculated by 
plotting the right side of Equation 8 against time. Ca was determined at various 
time points by analyzing the concentration of the diffusing substance in the 
samples collected from the acceptor chamber. 
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3.2. Adsorption studies using QCM-D 
In this thesis, the adsorption of lignin molecules in the presence of various ions 
was studied using the QCM-D method. QCM-D is an acoustic approach that 
determines the aerial mass of the adsorbed polymer layer and any associated 
solvent. A detailed description of the QCM-D method can be found in Paper 3. 

QCM-D's fundamental element consists of a piezoelectric quartz crystal sensor 
coated with either gold or silica, as illustrated in Figure 7. When an oscillating 
electric field is applied across the quartz crystal, it triggers vibrations at its 
resonance frequency. The frequency of these vibrations is directly linked to the 
mass present on the crystal's surface. Consequently, during adsorption events, the 
frequency change can be converted into the adsorbed mass using the Sauerbrey 
relation: 

D𝑚 = −1
𝐶&'(
𝑛 2 	D𝑓 Equation (9) 

where ∆m is the mass change, CQCM is the mass sensitivity constant (CQCM= 17.7 
ng cm2 Hz−1 at f = 5 MHz), n is the overtone number, and ∆f is the frequency 
change.  

Usually, when hydrophilic polymers and biomacromolecules are adsorbed, the 
resulting layers are not rigid and have a significant viscous component. This 
causes rapid energy dissipation, reducing the crystal's resonance frequency 
response, as depicted in Figure 7. QCM instruments use this energy dissipation to 
provide valuable information about the viscoelastic characteristics of the adsorbed 
layer as the dissipation factor Dn: 

𝐷) =	
1

𝜋𝑓)𝜏
 Equation (10) 

The parameter τ represents the rate at which the amplitude decreases when the 
driving AC voltage is turned off. 
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Figure 7 An illustration representing a QCM-D sensor at different stages of adsorption (top) and the 

corresponding changes in dissipation and frequency (bottom). 

When polyelectrolytes are adsorbed on cellulose surfaces, the resulting adsorbed 
layers commonly exhibit viscoelastic behavior110,111. Therefore, it is crucial to 
consider the viscoelastic nature of the adsorbed layer when calculating the 
adsorbed mass. The Sauerbrey equation does not account for viscoelasticity. 
However, it is used for estimation and convenience112. To account for the 
viscoelastic nature of the adsorbed layer, Johannsmann's model can be used. The 
simplified form of Johannsmann’s model can be seen in Equation 11. 

𝑚∗ = 𝑚+ ;1 + 𝚥̂(𝑓)
𝑓,𝑑,𝜌
3

@ 
Equation (11) 
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where m0 is the true sensed mass, m* is the equivalent mass, 𝚥̂(𝑓) is the complex 
shear compliance, r is the density of the fluid, d is the thickness of the film, and f 
is the resonance frequency.  

The assumption is that 𝚥̂(𝑓) remains constant regardless of the frequency within 
the accessible range. The true sensed mass m0 is determined graphically by 
plotting the equivalent mass against the square of the resonance frequency (f2). 
Note that when using Johannsmann's model, the measured mass includes both 
the dry mass of the adsorbed polymer and the mass of water associated with the 
adsorbed layer. Therefore, the true sensed mass is not equivalent to the dry mass 
of the adsorbed polymer. In this thesis, the adsorption of dissolved KL molecules 
in the presence of various salts (NaCl, NaNO3, and Na2SO4) on an RC surface was 
studied.  

The RC surfaces were prepared on gold QCM-D surfaces for adsorption studies. In 
short, trimethylsilyl cellulose (TMSC) was dissolved in toluene (10 wt%) and 
centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 15 minutes and then the supernatant was separated 
and used for spin coating (see Figure 8). After the surfaces were coated, they were 
exposed to HCl vapour for 30 minutes. The regeneration of surfaces was confirmed 
by recording a Fourier-transformed infrared spectrum of the surfaces, where 
distinct Si-C characteristic peaks at 848 and 1253 cm-1 would vanish after the 
cellulose's regeneration113. The surface morphology of the RC film was 
characterized by atomic force microscopy (AFM). The root-mean-square roughness 
value, computed from AFM images, was 0.94, suggesting a relatively flat surface 
similar to previous literature reports113. 
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Figure 8 An illustration depicting the procedure of applying RC onto QCM-D sensors: Initially, an 80 µl 

TMSC solution in toluene was spin-coated onto the sensor's surface, followed by placing the sensor alongside 

a 2 ml solution of 10% HCl in a petri dish with a closed lid. 

3.3. Investigation of the rate-limiting step in the extraction of lignin 

through ionoSolv pretreatment 
The ionoSolv method for wood fractionation involves a series of crucial steps for 
the wood to start reacting with ILs. Firstly, impregnation allows the IL to 
penetrate the wood's porous structure. Mass transport is vital in this step for 
transporting ions to reaction sites by diffusing the IL from the wood's surface to 
its inner regions, where the reactive sites are present. Once the IL reaches these 
sites, it is ready to start delignification reactions that require high temperatures. 
Consequently, by raising the temperature, lignin is degraded and solubilized. 
After solubilization, the products must diffuse out of the wood structure into the 
bulk IL , leaving behind a cellulose-rich pulp. Understanding and optimizing these 
steps are crucial for enhancing the efficiency of lignin extraction and wood 
fractionation through the ionoSolv method. Each of these steps can potentially be 
the rate-limiting step. The following experiments were designed to identify which 
step is the rate-limiting step.  

Three types of wood samples were prepared, namely, dry, impregnated, and 
impregnated-reacted. All samples were chopped into approximately 1 x 1 x 2 cm 
(R x T x L) dimensions from the sapwood of a Norway spruce (softwood). The 
samples were all first air dried, then dried in an oven at 80 °C for 1 hour, followed 
by exposure to vacuum for another hour.  
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The dry samples were the wood pieces that were kept fully dry until the start of 
the experiments. The impregnated samples were prepared by soaking the 
prepared wood pieces in the chosen protic IL ([DMBA][HSO4]) first under vacuum 
for 6 hours, followed by soaking in ambient air until fully saturated with the IL. 
To ensure full impregnation of the wood pieces, their weight change was monitored 
over time and, when the weight stabilized, they were considered fully 
impregnated. The wood samples used here (considering their size and the species) 
can take up to 2 times their weight in the IL (DMBA][HSO4]) over at least three 
days of soaking. The impregnated samples were one step ahead of the dry samples, 
meaning that as soon as the temperature was raised, the delignification started, 
since the chemicals were already at the reaction sites. The last type of sample was 
the impregnated-reacted sample. To prepare these samples, the already 
impregnated samples were placed in the oven at 150 °C for 45 minutes. These 
samples were already two steps ahead of the dry samples since the IL was inside 
the wood pieces and delignification was partially complete. Hence, some degraded 
lignin molecules were now available in the structure. Therefore, as soon as the 
samples came in contact with the IL, lignin began diffusing out of the structure. 

To ensure a one-directional diffusion, the wood pieces were covered from all sides 
except one by embedding the pieces in a silicon resin. In this way, the pieces could 
later be examined to observe how their structure had been damaged, where they 
were in direct contact with the bulk IL, and where they were not. Also, in the dry 
sample, it could be observed how homogeneously the reactions occurred and 
whether the IL had reached the bottom of the wood piece during the time the 
reactions were occurring. As described, after embedding the samples in silicon, all 
sides were covered except one (the top side), see Figure 9. Next, IL containing 20% 
water with a ratio of wood to IL of 1:5 was poured on the samples and they were 
placed in an oven at 150 °C with tightly closed caps. At specific time intervals, the 
samples were removed from the oven, corrected for the lost water, and a 100 µL 
sample from the outer liquid was taken. The collected samples were then diluted 
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and their UV/Vis spectra were recorded. The concentration of lignin was then 
quantified using the 280 nm peak and a previously constructed standard curve. 

 

Figure 9 Photographs of the samples prior to the start of the experiments. 

3.3.1. Investigating the effect of temperature and water content on the 

impregnation of wood pieces with ionic liquid 

Since impregnation can significantly affect the process rates, it is important to 
investigate influential parameters on the impregnation of wood pieces. 
Temperature has a significant effect on diffusion and mass transport processes, 
therefore, one of the parameters studied here was temperature. Another 
important parameter is the viscosity and surface tension of the diffusing liquid. 
These two parameters are greatly influenced by the water content of the IL, 
therefore, the other variable studied here was the water content of the liquid.  

The following procedure was designed to investigate the impact of temperature, 
water content, and vacuum on the impregnation and mass transport of 
[DMBA][HSO4] into wood pieces. Dry wood pieces measuring 1 x 1 x 3 cm (R x T 
x L) were chopped from the sapwood of a spruce tree. The samples were first air 
dried at room temperature for at least four months, then, prior to the experiment, 
they were dried in an oven at 80 °C for an hour and placed under vacuum for 
another hour. The prepared samples were then placed in a 100 mL glass pressure 

Impregnated - ReactedImpregnatedDry

Before

Embedded
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tube. [DMBA][HSO4] containing either 20% or 50% water content was then poured 
over the wood pieces at a wood-to-IL ratio of 1:10. The pressure tube was securely 
sealed to prevent any water loss and placed in an oven at the desired temperatures 
(90, 120, or 150 °C) or subjected to vacuum at room temperature. After 30 minutes, 
the wood pieces were removed from the liquid, gently patted with a paper towel to 
remove excess liquid from the surfaces, and their weights were recorded. 
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Chapter 4: Summary of the Key Findings 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

This chapter aims to provide a summary of the key findings of the appended 
research papers. Section 4.1 and the subsections focus on finding the influential 
parameters affecting the mass transport of KL molecules from cellulose 
confinements. The following parameters were investigated in this section: Size of 
the confinement (Paper 1), alkalinity and MW of lignin (Paper 2), and specific ion 
effects and the presence of salts in the solution (Paper 3). Section 4.2 is dedicated 
to the study of the mass transport of ILs into the wood structure and investigating 
the rate-limiting step in the ionoSolv process (Paper 4).  

4.1. Important parameters affecting mass transport of lignin through 

confinements 
The mass transport of lignin through confined spaces is influenced by several key 
parameters that collectively impact the efficiency of the process. The size of the 
confinements plays an important role, affecting the accessibility and availability 
of the space lignin moves through. This was studied in Paper 1 using the diffusion 
cell setup and RC membranes with a variety of pore sizes (ranging from 200 nm 
to a few nm), as explained in the experimental methods chapter. Alkalinity is 
another critical factor influencing the association and interactions between lignin 
molecules and the confining surfaces, which, in turn, influence the rate of mass 
transport. Additionally, the MW of lignin contributes significantly to its diffusion 
behavior, with smaller molecules tending to diffuse more rapidly. These two 
parameters were studied in Paper 2, using the same methodology. To study the 
effect of the MW of lignin, a solvent fractionation114 step was performed on the KL 
prior to the experiments. The presence of salts further complicates the mass 
transport process, as they can alter lignin’s interactions with the cellulose surface 
or the behavior of lignin in the solution. The same diffusion cell methodology 
combined with QCM-D measurements was used to study the mass transport and 
adsorption of lignin in the presence of salts. 
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4.1.1. Pore sizes 

In the pulping process, the diffusion of released lignin molecules predominantly 
takes place within the fiber cell wall, lumen, and pits. Pits, serving as channels 
connecting adjacent lumens in the wood structure, facilitate communication 
between the lumens. These pits possess a membrane containing nanoscale pores70. 
The wood cell wall consists of bundles of cellulose immersed within a matrix of 
lignin and hemicelluloses. These cellulose bundles, with diameters of 20-25 nm, 
are spaced apart on the nanometer scale115. The pores found in membranes like 
RC3.5, RC15, and RC25 (MWCO of 3.5, 15, and 25 kDa, respectively) approximate 
the dimensions of the distances between the bundles of microfibrils in the 
secondary cell wall116. When lignin is liberated and solubilized in the solution, it 
migrates from the fiber wall into the lumen, subsequently moving into the bulk 
liquor via either the larger pits present in the cell wall or through the lumen or 
the open lumen ends. Notably, some of the pit membranes dissolve during the 
pulping process, given their elevated hemicellulose content. These larger 
confinements are exemplified by the membranes possessing larger pores, such as 
RC100 and RC200 (with nominal pore sizes of 100 and 200 nm, respectively).  

Figure 10 shows the concentration increase in the acceptor chamber of diffusion 
cells, where lignin molecules passed through the membrane from the donor 
chamber. The curves show a linear trend in the concentration increase over time, 
indicating that the diffusion proceeded with a steady trend. As expected, the 
diffusion rate through the membrane was larger for large pore membranes than 
the small pore membranes. The lower diffusion rate through the small pore 
membrane can be attributed to the fact that large lignin molecules or lignin 
clusters could not pass through these pores, whereas, for RC100 and RC200 
membranes, the size of the pores compared to the size of lignin molecules is large 
enough to allow all molecules, regardless of whether they are in a cluster or not, 
to pass through the membrane. 
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Figure 10 Concentration of lignin in the acceptor chamber of the diffusion cells with respect to time: a) Small 

pore membranes (RC3.5, RC15, and RC25); b) Large pore membranes (RC100 and RC200). 

To investigate the molecular weight of the molecules that passed the membrane, 
SEC was used. The SEC chromatographs and experimental details can be found 
in Paper 1. The average molecular weights of the KL used in the donor solution 
and the lignin molecules transported to the acceptor are summarized in Table 2. 
It is important to note that these absolute MW values were determined using 
polyethylene glycol standards, which may not reflect the characteristics of lignin 
molecules. Hence, it is advisable to employ these values solely for the purpose of 
comparison. Nevertheless, there was a significant difference between the size of 
the molecules found on the acceptor side of the small pore membranes compared 
to the acceptor side of large pore membranes. While the MWCO of small pore 
membranes were equal to or larger than the KL, a significant amount of them 
could not pass through the membrane within the time span of the experiments. 
This observation suggests that the molecules either interacted in clusters or that 
the diffusion of larger molecules through the pores was exceptionally slow.  
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Table 2 The average molecular weights of KL species that diffused from the donor side through the 

membranes to the acceptor side.  

 
Acceptor 

RC3.5 
Acceptor 

RC15 
Acceptor 

RC25 
Acceptor 
RC100 

Acceptor 
RC200 

Donor 
KL in 
0.1M 

NaOH 

MW (kDa) 0.9 1.2 1.5 3.1 3.1 3.9 

Polydispersity 
index  

1.7 1.8 2.2 2.8 2.8 2.8 

 

UV/Vis absorbance spectra were utilized to study the chemical variations between 
lignin molecules from the initial donor samples and those transported through the 
membrane into the acceptor chamber. The spectra of acceptor samples derived 
from RC100 and RC200 membranes closely resemble the spectrum of the donor 
sample, however, they exhibited an elevated absorbance around 350 nm compared 
to the donor spectrum, see Figure 11. 

In contrast, the acceptor spectra corresponding to the RC3.5, RC15, and RC25 
membranes differed from the original lignin in the donor chamber. One of the 
observed differences was that, at wavelengths around 425 nm, the donor spectrum 
and the acceptor samples from RC100 and RC200 membranes exhibited a greater 
absorbance compared to the acceptor spectra for the small pore membranes (as 
indicated by the green arrow in Figure 11a). This higher absorbance could be from 
scattering induced by larger molecules and/or small, loosely aggregated clusters 
of lignin molecules that were only able to pass the large pores. These dispersed 
clusters could be formed through interactions among lignin molecules. These 
experiments were performed in 0.1 M NaOH and, at such high alkalinity, the 
presence of lignin clusters or associations is not very common. However, as 
documented by Rudatin et al., it is possible117. They suggested that the extent of 
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association in small and large lignin molecules is different. The higher the MW of 
the molecules, the more association they show at high alkalinities. The role of MW 
and alkalinity will be discussed in further detail in the next section.  

The more notable distinction between the spectra of the acceptor solutions is seen 
in the spectra of the lignin that has passed the small pore membranes, where an 
additional peak at 350 nm was observed. This peak could not be seen in the 
acceptor spectra of large pore membranes. It has been reported in the literature 
that phenolic lignin units conjugated in the a-position would show a maximum in 
the absorbance spectrum at around 350 nm when dissolved in an alkaline 
solution118,119. If the pH of the solution is reduced to neutral conditions, the 
maximum at 350 nm disappears and only one maximum at 280-300 nm remains. 
Simultaneously, a peak around 300 nm under alkaline conditions indicates the 
presence of unconjugated phenolic lignin components. This peak shifts to 280 nm 
when the pH is lowered to neutral conditions120–122. 

 

Figure 11 a) UV/Vis spectra, scaled for comparison, obtained from samples collected at the acceptor side of 

diffusion cells after 168 hours; b) Ratio of ionization difference (Δε) at 350 nm to 300 nm, which corresponds 

to the relative concentration of conjugated to unconjugated units. 

Zakis et al. (1995) and Gärtner et al. (1994) introduced a method to compare the 
quantities of conjugated and unconjugated lignin compounds, such as carbonyl- or 
double-bond conjugated phenols like stilbenes and quinones118,119. This method 
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was applied to the various acceptor samples in this study. By subtracting the 
absorbance spectra obtained under alkaline and neutral conditions, they 
calculated Δε (see Paper 1). While this method may slightly underestimate the 
available phenolic hydroxyl content in KL samples, it is valuable for making 
comparisons122,123. Figure 11b demonstrates Δε at 350 nm relative to Δε at 300 nm. 
This correlation reflects the linear relationship between the ratio of conjugated 
phenols to unconjugated phenols118,119. 

The RC3.5, RC15, and RC25 samples exhibited a higher Δε350/Δε280 compared to 
the RC100 and RC200 samples. This indicates that a greater proportion of 
conjugated phenolic structures relative to unconjugated ones has been transported 
to the acceptor side through the membranes with smaller pore sizes, which 
confirms a chemical fractionation between the donor and acceptor of small pore 
membranes.  

The presence of more conjugated structures in the acceptor solutions could be a 
result of size fractionation. As presented earlier, a clear size fractionation exists 
between the donor and acceptor of small pore membranes. Transported molecules 
may consist of smaller lignin fragments, such as monomers and oligomers, which 
are primarily generated during the kraft process when aryl-ether bonds are 
cleaved. When these bonds are broken, intermediates such as quinone methide are 
formed, leading to the formation of conjugated bonds on α or β carbons and, 
therefore, conjugated phenolic end groups are produced. 

Furthermore, the size and shape of the molecule can affect its transport through 
confinements. Polymers, regardless of their linear, branched, or closed circular 
structure, can navigate through narrow channels using a mechanism called 
reptation124. In the reptation theory, chains do not move as a whole, but rather 
segments of the molecule move through constraints, creating a motion similar to 
snakes moving through tall grass125. Such a mechanism can allow the large lignin 
molecules to pass through the small pores of RC3.5, RC15, and RC25, even if it 
necessitates that the lignin molecules should possess sufficient flexibility to adopt 
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various configurations. In large pore membranes, the large lignin molecules do not 
need to rearrange themselves to pass through the pores. Figure 12 provides the 
schematic summary of lignin molecules passing through large and small pores.  

 

Figure 12 a and b) The diffusion of lignin molecules through membranes in diffusion cells is illustrated in 

the schematic diagrams; c) the larger lignin molecules undergo reconfiguration, facilitating their movement 

through a membrane using a reptation-like mechanism; and d)the lignin clusters undergo disentanglement 

or dissociation, enabling their passage through a membrane (d).  

4.1.2. Alkalinity and molecular weight 

The alkalinity of the solution can influence the interactions between lignin 
molecules and between lignin and the membrane, as well as the structure of the 
membrane. The same diffusion cell methodology as before was used here and, to 
investigate the effect of alkalinity, three concentrations of NaOH (0.01, 0.1, and 1 
M) were chosen. The KL was soluble in all these NaOH concentrations. It is known 
that cellulose can swell in alkaline solutions126. Therefore, prior to lignin diffusion 
experiments, a series of water diffusivity measurements were performed on the 
membranes to observe the changes that the alkaline solution can cause to the 
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membranes and how they would affect diffusivity through the membranes. Figure 
13 shows the tritium-labeled water diffusivity in various alkalinities. As the 
alkalinity was raised, the diffusivity also increased slightly. This indicates that 
the properties of the membrane that affect the diffusion of molecules through it 
have also been altered by alkalinity, possibly due to cellulose swelling.  

 

Figure 13 a) Diffusivity of tritium-labeled water through the 50 kDa MWCO membrane at various levels of 

alkalinity. b) Variation in diffusivity of fractionated lignin under different alkaline conditions. 

The molecular weight of the diffusing species (here lignin) can significantly affect 
the rate of diffusion, where smaller molecules have a higher diffusion coefficient. 
The effect of MW of lignin was intended to be studied simultaneously to the 
alkalinity experiments. Hence, a solvent fractionation step was employed on the 
KL, which separated lignin into five fractions with increasing MW from KL1 to 
KL5114. Details on the MWs and OH- functionalities of the fractions can be found 
in Paper 2.  

Figure 13b shows the diffusivity of lignin fractions through the membranes at 
different alkalinities. As expected, the lower the MW, the higher the lignin 
diffusivity through the membrane. Higher alkalinity in the solution also leads to 
higher diffusivity, similar to the water diffusivity experiments. However, while 
increasing the alkalinity from 0.01 M NaOH to 1 M NaOH, the water diffusivity 
increased by only about 30%, whereas the lignin diffusivity increased by 3 to 5 
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times. This shows that the increase in membrane diffusivity due to swelling could 
not solely account for the increase in lignin diffusivity and higher alkalinity was 
also affecting lignin molecules. 

Altering the alkalinity has diverse effects on lignin molecules in solution, 
including lowering the association between molecules. It has been shown in the 
literature that, by elevating the OH- ion concentration, the association between 
lignin molecules is reduced79. This comes from lignin's elevated charge at higher 
alkalinity, prompting greater repulsion, thus inhibiting electrostatic association 
and aggregate formation. The molecules may also adhere to fully bleached 
softwood kraft pulp fibers, as previously suggested by Norgren and Bergfors127. 
Adsorption onto the cellulose membrane surface can decelerate their diffusion 
through pores. The likelihood of adsorption diminishes at higher solution 
alkalinity, owing to the aforementioned factors, making the adsorption process 
less prominent when lignin dissolves in a good solvent. 

While the association of lignin molecules at high alkalinity is limited, it is still 
possible. In fact, Rudatin et al. 117 reported the association of large lignin molecules 
even at very high pH levels of 13.5. Interestingly, when the alkalinity of our 
solutions was increased from 0.01 M to 0.1 M NaOH, an increase in diffusivity of 
1.9 for large MW fractions (KL4 and KL5) was observed, while, in the case of the 
lower MW fractions (KL1, KL2, and KL3) the increase in diffusivity was about 1.2. 
This observation can be explained by the tendency of various fractions to associate. 
Association between lignin molecules strongly depends on the electrostatic 
repulsion between molecules, therefore, the degree of ionization of the molecules 
can significantly alter their association behavior. The pKa of lignin’s phenolic 
groups depends on their MW, where the higher the MW of lignin, the higher their 
pKa128. The shape of the dissociation curve for the phenolic groups also changes 
with the molecule’s MW, with flatter curves for larger molecules. This indicates 
that at a certain alkalinity level, the number of deprotonated phenolic units is 
lower for large compared to small molecules. Therefore, by increasing alkalinity 
from 0.01 to 0.1 M NaOH, the increase in the number of charged molecules can 
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potentially be higher in high MW fractions, since the low MW fractions were 
already mostly charged even at lower alkalinity levels128.  

To understand the chemical differences between the lignin molecules that passed 
through the membrane and the donor samples, their UV/Vis absorbance spectra 
were compared under different alkalinities. Figure 14 shows the scaled UV/Vis 
absorbance spectra for KL1 and KL5 fractions from both the donor and acceptor 
samples taken from the diffusion cells. KL1 and KL5 showed the most noticeable 
differences and were, therefore, compared here. More detailed UV/Vis spectra for 
all fractions can be found in Paper 2. A significant difference was seen between 
the UV/Vis spectra of the acceptor and donor samples. There is a distinct peak 
around 350 nm in all acceptor samples, while the donor spectra only show a 
slightly higher absorption around 350 nm. This 350 nm peak was similar to what 
was observed in the small pore membrane acceptor samples in the previous section 
and Paper 1 and can be attributed to conjugated phenolic groups in the alkaline 
solutions118. Additionally, a small bump around 320 nm in the acceptor samples is 
also noticeable. When higher NaOH concentrations (0.1 and 1 M NaOH) were 
used, the peak in the donor spectra moved from 280 nm to 300 nm, which was 
especially noticeable in higher MW fractions like KL5. As discussed in section 
4.1.1, the groups related to conjugated phenols and dissociated aromatic carboxylic 
acids typically absorb around 350 nm. Also, aromatic carboxylic groups and α-
carbonyl groups absorb around 320 nm, which explains the bump seen at 320 
nm129. 
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Figure 14 UV/Vis absorbance spectra of the KL1 and KL5 donors at the beginning of the experiments in a) 1 

M NaOH; b) 0.1 M NaOH; c) 0.01 M NaOH and the spectra of the acceptor samples after 168 hours in d) 1 

M NaOH; e) 0.1 M NaOH; f) in 0.01 M NaOH.  

A similar potential explanation is that smaller lignin molecules, like monomers or 
oligomers, tend to have more conjugated structures. Meanwhile, small molecules 
have a higher diffusion coefficient, allowing them to move faster through the 
membrane compared to larger molecules and, therefore, they are found more than 
the unconjugated molecules in the acceptor solution.  

4.1.3. Presence of salts in the solution 

The third parameter that affects the mass transport of dissolved lignin through 
cellulose confinements that was studied is specific ion effects and the presence of 
salts in the solution.  

The solubility limit of lignin, water diffusivity, and lignin diffusivity through the 
membranes in the salt solutions are presented in Table 3. The solubility limit of 
lignin drastically decreased with increasing salt concentration, especially for NaCl 
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and Na2SO4, which can be attributed to a charge screening effect. The solubility 
decrease was less significant in the presence of NaNO3. Norgren et al. also 
observed that nitrate ions increased the stability of lignin molecules in solution 
and improved their solubility in alkaline solutions130.  

At lower salt concentrations, the solubility of lignin remained relatively consistent 
across all salt types, showing a slightly elevated solubility in the presence of a 0.1 
M cation concentration of Na2SO4. However, a shift in this trend emerged when 
the cation concentration was elevated to 0.9 M. Notably, the solubility of lignin 
exhibited a reversed order, being at its lowest in the Na2SO4 solution while nearly 
tripling in the nitrate-containing solution. The reversal of the Hofmeister series 
at lower salt concentrations and its agreement with the direct Hofmeister series 
at higher concentrations has been documented in earlier literature131. 

The weakly hydrated ions, such as nitrate, tend to interact with the surface of the 
macromolecules and shed their hydration layer, therefore increasing the 
hydrophilicity of the macromolecules, which can lead to a higher solubility limit of 
the molecule132,133.  

Similar to the previous papers, the diffusion of lignin through cellulose 
membranes was studied using the diffusion cell methodology. The transport of 
molecules across the membrane displayed a consistently linear pattern, 
confirming the membrane's stability throughout the experiments (see Paper 3). As 
presented in Table 3, elevating the concentrations of NaNO3 and NaCl resulted in 
an accelerated transport of lignin through the membrane. A similar effect was 
observed with Na2SO4, where an increase in salt concentration from 0.05 M to 0.2 
M enhanced lignin transport. Nevertheless, when the Na2SO4 concentration was 
further elevated to 0.45 M, a slight reduction in lignin transport through the 
membrane was observed. This indicates the possibility of specific ion effects at 
higher salt concentrations, where mass transport of lignin is limited due to the 
aggregation of lignin molecules in the presence of sulfate ions.  
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Table 3 Summary of the measured solubility limit of lignin, the diffusivity of water, and the diffusivity of 

lignin in the solutions. 

Solution 
Solubility limit 

of lignin 
(mg/mL) 

Water 
diffusivity 

(m2/s) 

Lignin 
diffusivity 

(m2/s) 

0.1 M NaCl + 0.1 M NaOH 54.0 4.2 x 10-11 3.3 x 10-13 

0.4 M NaCl + 0.1 M NaOH 44.3 4.6 x 10-11 3.6 x 10-13 

0.9 M NaCl + 0.1 M NaOH 17.4 6.8 x 10-11 5.3 x 10-13 

0.1 M NaNO3 + 0.1 M NaOH 53.6 4.9 x 10-11 3.1 x 10-13 

0.4 M NaNO3 + 0.1 M NaOH 45.6 7.0 x 10-11 3.6 x 10-13 

0.9 M NaNO3 + 0.1 M NaOH 39.2 7.5 x 10-11 5.5 x 10-13 

0.05 M Na2SO4+ 0.1 M NaOH 59.5 4.2 x 10-11 2.7 x 10-13 

0.2 M Na2SO4+ 0.1 M NaOH 47.3 5.9 x 10-11 5.4 x 10-13 

0.45 M Na2SO4+ 0.1 M NaOH 14.2 5.5 x 10-11 4.9 x 10-13 

 

There are several ways in which salts can influence the transport of lignin through 
cellulose membranes: i) The presence of ions in the solution may alter the swelling 
behavior of the RC membrane, leading to changes in pore size and membrane 
thickness; ii) Lignin molecules tend to adsorb onto the membrane surface, which 
is influenced by the specific effects of ions, resulting in different behavior 
depending on the type of ion present; iii) The self-aggregation of lignin is also 
affected by the presence of ions in the solution, which could partially account for 
the variation in transport rates through the membrane. 

The changes within the membrane (first point mentioned above) were studied by 
measuring the tritium-labeled water diffusivity through the membrane in various 
concentrations of NaNO3, NaCl, and Na2SO4 salt solutions. While it is understood 
that the water diffusivity of the cellulose membrane does not only depend on the 
swelling of the membrane, the water diffusivity measurements provide us with an 
overall insight into how the membranes are affected by salts. Both water 
diffusivity and lignin diffusivity exhibited consistent trends across different 
solutions. While factors like lignin self-association, adsorption onto membrane 
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surfaces, and alterations in membrane thickness and pore sizes due to swelling 
could impact lignin diffusivity, water diffusivity is influenced by variations in 
membrane properties and solution characteristics. The presence of ions in the 
solution might induce changes in solution viscosity, subsequently influencing the 
mobility of water molecules within the solution. 

The resemblance between the trends observed in water diffusivity and lignin 
diffusivity suggests that alterations to the cellulose membrane can have 
substantial consequences on the transport of lignin across the membrane (see 
Figure 2 d of Paper 3). The presence of salts can induce swelling in the cellulose 
membrane, which could result in the formation of tortuous and elongated diffusion 
pathways for lignin. Consequently, the available spaces for lignin diffusion might 
decrease. On the other hand, the swelling could also lead to an enlargement of the 
cellulose surface area, potentially providing more opportunities for lignin 
adsorption. 

The second point, which is the adsorption of lignin in the presence of the selected 
salts from the Hofmeister series, was investigated using QCM-D. Figure 15 shows 
the adsorbed mass per area on the surface of the QCM-D sensors in the presence 
of different salts. Adsorption of lignin in the presence of nitrate ions was almost 
double that of the other investigated anions.  
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Figure 15 Average calculated adsorbed mass of lignin on the RC surface in the presence of different salts. 

Adsorption of lignin on the cellulose substrate can occur through different 
mechanisms, such as van der Waals interactions, hydrogen bonding, or 
electrostatic interactions. In alkaline conditions, lignin molecules are negatively 
charged and the cellulose surface can also carry a negative net charge. Therefore, 
an electrostatic repulsion between the surface and lignin would be expected under 
these conditions. However, at higher salt concentrations, this electrostatic 
repulsion can be reduced, leading to adsorption promoted by non-electrostatic 
forces instead81.  

Current understanding suggests that the major driving force for adsorption is the 
entropy gain due to the release of water molecules from the interface during the 
process134–137. Anion-specific effects during adsorption are likely to originate from 
the differences in water organization at the interface in the presence of salts. As 
explained before, different ions have different hydrations that affect and alter the 
arrangement near the interface, affecting the adsorption process. Figure 16 is a 
schematic representation of how different ions can affect the adsorption of lignin. 
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Figure 16 Illustration depicting lignin adsorption in the presence of different salts: a) NaCl, b) NaNO3, and 

c) Na2SO4. The sequence from left to right demonstrates the arrangement of ions in the system. Notably, 

chaotropic (weakly hydrated) nitrate ions (b) tend to selectively organize themselves on the cellulose surface, 

while kosmotropic (highly hydrated) sulfate ions (c) are primarily distributed within the bulk water. The 

presence of nitrate ions on the surface prompts a more ordered configuration of water molecules near the 

membrane. Upon adsorption of lignin molecules onto the cellulose surface, the ions initially positioned on 

the surface are released into the surrounding solution. This ion release leads to an increase in the system's 

entropy. 

4.2. Important parameters affecting mass transport of ionic liquids into 

wood 
In every chemical pulping procedure, ensuring sufficient liquid penetration into 
the wood is of utmost importance. Attaining a uniform distribution of the active 
cooking chemicals throughout the voids within the wood chips is a crucial initial 
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step for the production of high-quality pulps. Ideally, each fiber within a wood chip 
undergoing pulping should experience an identical chemical treatment7. However, 
when it comes to separation processes based on ILs, the mass transport of these 
viscous liquids into the porous wood structure is challenging. In this thesis, the 
role of the impregnation step in delignification of wood pieces during the ionoSolv 
process was investigated. The concentrations of the released lignin molecules to 
the bulk liquid from a dry sample, an IL impregnated sample, and an IL 
impregnated and previously reacted sample were compared over time (Figure 17). 
Initially, the concentration of lignin released from the impregnated-reacted 
sample was higher than the other two samples since this sample already contained 
degraded lignin molecules in its structure, ready to diffuse out.  

Throughout the course of the experiment, the lignin released from the 
impregnated sample and impregnated-reacted sample followed a similar trend. In 
contrast, the dry sample released much less lignin into the liquid compared to the 
other two. This highlights the critical role of the impregnation step. It implies that 
the mass transport of ILs into the wood structure could be a rate-limiting step in 
delignification.  

 

Figure 17  Concentration released lignin from different samples into the liquid over the course of the 

experiment. 
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Up to this point, the impact of the impregnation step on the rate of the process has 
been demonstrated. Recognizing the significance of this step in pulping, different 
factors like temperature, water content, and vacuum conditions, which can modify 
the impregnation process, were subsequently investigated. 

Figure 18 shows how the wood pieces absorb the IL under different conditions 
after 30 minutes. The highest absorption of [DMBA][HSO4] occurred when the 
wood pieces were placed in the IL containing 20% water, followed by maintaining 
them in a vacuum for 12 hours. The soaking continued for three days before their 
weight stopped increasing. The highest weight increase was approximately 2 
times the weight of the initial dry wood, which is about 2 mL of the IL for the size 
of wood used (~ 1 x 1 x 3 cm). 

 

Figure 18 The ratio of the uptake of the IL by the wood pieces to the initial volume of the wood piece under 

different temperatures and water contents (20% water denoted by ([DMBA][HSO4])80% and 50% water 

denoted by ([DMBA][HSO4])50%). 

The difference in uptake between the samples exposed for 30 minutes and those 
saturated with IL indicates that achieving complete impregnation of wood pieces 
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of this size indeed requires more than 30 minutes. Complete impregnation 
includes two main mechanisms. The first is liquid penetration, which involves 
filling the empty spaces within the wood chip with liquid, driven by a pressure 
difference. This process is generally rapid. The second mechanism is the diffusion 
of chemicals into the fiber walls once the voids are filled. This diffusion mechanism 
relies on the concentration difference and is notably slower than the penetration 
process138. The presence of air within the empty spaces has been identified as a 
major hindrance to effectively saturating wood chips with liquid. 

Consequently, eliminating air and evacuating the wood chips before impregnation 
has proven to be effective. Among the parameters that were studied here, 
vacuuming the desiccator while soaking the wood pieces in IL was shown to be the 
most effective (see Figure 18). A similar observation was made by Malkov et al., 
who reported better impregnation of wood chips when the chips were placed under 
vacuum for 5 minutes prior to soaking64. The higher uptake of water compared to 
the ILs can be explained by its lower viscosity, which means there is less resistance 
to its flow into the cavities.  

In the experiments without a vacuum, the impregnation was enhanced by 
increasing temperature. Increasing temperature decreases the viscosity of 
liquids139,140 which was desirable for the fluid flow and penetration of IL into 
tracheids. Indeed, viscosity seems to play an important role in the impregnation. 
Impregnation of wood pieces with the IL containing 20% water, 
([DMBA][HSO4])80%, has consistently been less efficient than the 50% samples, 
([DMBA][HSO4])50%, at all temperatures, with the main difference between these 
two ILs being their viscosity. The viscosity of the ([DMBA][HSO4])50% was 
significantly lower than that of ([DMBA][HSO4])80% at room temperature (4.6 
mPa.s versus 44 mPa.s, see Paper 4)140. The difference in the liquid uptakes 
between samples was less significant as the temperature increased, reaching a 
negligible difference in the uptake liquid between the two IL samples at 150 °C.  
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Furthermore, diffusion increases proportionally with an increase in absolute 
temperature63. Therefore, higher temperatures are desirable for impregnation. 
However, once the temperature reaches 150 °C, the delignification reactions also 
start52. If the liquid is not homogeneously distributed within the wood chip, the 
degree of delignification between the surface of the wood and the middle of the 
wood might be different. Non-uniform delignification can complicate later stages 
such as saccharification or bleaching141. Hence, it is of utmost importance to find 
a balance between temperature, impregnation time, and water content. However, 
to achieve this, further investigations, such as finding the depth of penetration of 
IL within the wood piece as a function of time, viscosity and temperature, are 
required.  
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Chapter 5: Concluding Remarks 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
This thesis aimed to explore the significance of mass transport in pulping, driven 
by the difficulties encountered in existing pulping methods. As explained in this 
thesis, two steps in which mass transport is of vital importance are: i) transporting 
degraded products out of the fibers and ii) transporting active chemicals into wood. 

The first model studies focused on the transport of lignin out of cellulose fibers. 
This was investigated using diffusion cells and model cellulose membranes. The 
results of the experiments revealed how different factors, such as confinement 
size, solution alkalinity, the molecular weight of lignin, and the presence of salts, 
affect the overall transport process. 

It was observed that, when the confinements were small, the mass transport of 
dissolved lignin molecules slowed down significantly. This hints at how the 
diffusion of these molecules through fiber walls during pulping can markedly 
influence the overall rate of the process.  

In cases of small confinements, molecule size plays a crucial role in their mass 
transport through the membrane. Hence, both the molecular weight of lignin 
molecules and the solution's alkalinity (which may alter the size of lignin clusters 
in the solution) influenced how efficiently mass was transferred through the 
cellulose pores. Expectedly, by increasing the alkalinity of the solution, the 
association between lignin molecules diminished, which led to a more efficient 
transport through pores.  

In addition, the behavior of charged lignin molecules when interacting with 
sodium salts from the Hofmeister series was studied. This opened up a door to the 
world of specific ion effects. These effects became particularly evident when lignin 
adsorption to the cellulose surface was increased in the presence of nitrate. QCM-
D measurements were used to capture this interaction. The adsorption process 
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seems to be driven by the system’s entropy gain due to the rearrangement of water 
molecules at the surface upon lignin's adsorption. 

Finally, the importance of mass transport in a novel biomass pretreatment 
process, ionoSolv, was highlighted in the final study. A method for studying the 
rate-limiting step in ionoSolv was developed. It was observed that significantly 
less lignin was released into the outer liquid when the IL was not transported into 
the wood structure prior to the reactions. The results emphasized the importance 
of having an efficient impregnation process on the delignification process. They 
suggest that the mass transport of chemicals into the wood structure is the rate-
determining step. The rest of the study was, therefore, focused on finding desirable 
conditions for improving impregnation. Wood pieces were subjected to various 
conditions (different temperatures, water contents, and the presence of a vacuum). 
Higher temperature and higher water content seem to improve impregnation, 
which points out the role of the viscosity of the solution on impregnation. In 
conclusion, this thesis provides fundamental information about mass transport 
events in wood disintegration while acknowledging their complexity. 
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Chapter 6: Future Outlook 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

Despite the progress made in our present comprehension of mass transport events 
in pulping, there remain aspects that necessitate further investigation and 
refinement. One of these aspects is how the presence and concentration of salts in 
solution affects the cellulose fibers, with regards to swelling, etc. This thesis has 
undertaken attempts to understand the alterations within the cellulose 
membrane using the water diffusion experiments. While these experiments 
provide an overall impression of how the membrane was affected in each solution, 
the systematic study of the degree to which the membrane swells would provide 
added value. One viable method to study the swelling of cellulose in the presence 
of salts is by using the same QCM-D methods and recording the change in 
frequency and dissipation of the coated surface in response to changing the salt 
solutions and their concentrations. 

The importance of impregnation in ionoSolv pretreatment and how various 
parameters can affect the efficient impregnation of wood pieces was also 
highlighted. However, it is vital to examine the depth of penetration of the ILs into 
wood pieces and the homogeneity of their distribution in the various studied 
conditions. The presence and concentration of ILs in the wood pieces can be 
identified using techniques such as scanning electron microscopy with energy-
dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (SEM-EDX) or IR-microscopy. It is also of great 
importance to identify where ILs are located within the cell walls in various 
sections of the wood pieces.  

This thesis also explored how higher temperature improves impregnation. High 
temperatures, such as 150 °C, also start the delignification reactions wherever the 
IL is in contact. This leads to high delignification starting on the surface of the 
wood piece, where the IL is in direct contact ,while the inside of the piece is still 
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dry. Hence, further studies are needed to find an optimum balance between water 
content, vacuum, and temperature. 

Lastly, structural changes within the wood pieces after treatment with the IL were 
observed. While some damages to the structure were obvious, whether or not this 
IL ([DMBA][HSO4]) swells the structure could not be identified, nor could the 
extent to which it affects the cellulose fibers if the structure does swell. Hence a 
study on the ability of [DMBA][HSO4] to swell wood is essential. 
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